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 12. Set the port mode as Auto, and dial EDP_1, using*net* and*ndis* codes of the dialing device, press *DTMF* in the operator window, the device will ring, the operator will see a dialog that the port mode of the device is Auto, press *Ready* button. The EDP-100 hardware (interface card) is connected to the host computer via the parallel port. Configuring PC Client --------------------- 1.
Download the *ISDN* module of the *Exe* file. 2. Compile the *ISDN* module of the *Exe* file by executing the following command:  *TASK>********************************* 3. Setup the PC Client and configure the dialing device. 4. Dial EDP_1, using*net* and*ndis* codes of the dialing device, press *DTMF* in the operator window, the device will ring, the operator will see a dialog
that the port mode of the device is Auto, press *Ready* button. 5. The PC client will be reconfigured automatically by the connected device. Programming Interface The software is installed on the operation screen of the PC Client. 1. Run the *ISDN* module, set the port mode and dial EDP_1, using*net* and*ndis* codes of the dialing device, press *DTMF* in the operator window, the device will
ring, the operator will see a dialog that the port mode of the device is Auto, press *Ready* button. 2. Connect to the EDP-100 device. 3. Connect to the channel that is mapped to the PC Client in the dialing device, and the device will be connected to the PC Client. 4. Connect to the standard SIP channel, and press the *Ok* button. 5. The software will display the IP address of the dialing device, as

well as the SIP channel and the mapped standard SIP channel, and you can program them. 6. Close the software, connect to the standard SIP channel, and dial EDP_1. 7. The port mode of the dialing device will be changed to mapped, the f3e1b3768c
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